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ABSTRACT 

Quadrotors are coming up as an attractive platform for unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) 

research, due to the simplicity of their structure and maintenance, their ability to hover, and their 

vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) capability. With the vast advancements in small-size 

sensors, actuators, and processors, researchers are now focusing on developing mini UAV’s to 

be used in both research and commercial applications. This work presents a detailed 

mathematical nonlinear dynamic model of the quadrotor which is formulated using the Newton-

Euler method. Although the quadrotor is a 6 DOF under-actuated system, the derived rotational 

subsystem is fully actuated, while the translational subsystem is under-actuated. The derivation 

of the mathematical model was followed by the development of the controller to control the 

altitude, attitude, heading and position of the quadrotor in space, which is, based on the linear 

Proportional-Derivative- Integral (PID) controller; thus, a simplified version of the model is 

obtained. The gains of the controllers will be tuned using optimization techniques to improve the 

system's dynamic response. The standard Imperialist Competitive Algorithm (ICA) was applied 

to tune the PID parameters and then it was compared to Cultural Exchange Imperialist 

Competitive algorithm (CEICA) tuning, and the results show improvement in the proposed 

algorithm. The objective function results were enhanced by (23.91%) in the CEICA compared 

with ICA. 
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 الوعرفي في لالتباد خوازرهيةللطائرات الرباعية باضتخذام التكاهلي -التفاضلي-ضبط قين الوتحكن التناضبي

الاهبراطوريات تنافص  

  
 أحوذ رهس ضاهي د. نسار هادي عباش

 اسخار يساػذ

 كهٍت انُٓذست, خايؼت بغذاد

 

 باحذ

كهٍت انُٓذست, خايؼت بغذاد

 الخلاصة

الاسخخذاو فً ابحاد انطائشاث انًسٍشة ػٍ بؼذ ٔرنك نبساطت بُائٓا ٔصٍاَخٓا ٔكزنك  شائؼت ث حصبحأانطائشاث انشباػٍت بذ

لابهٍخٓا ػهى انثباث فً انٕٓاء ٔلابهٍت الاللاع ٔانٓبٕط انؼايٕدي . َظشاً نهخمذو انكبٍش انحاصم فً يدال حصٍُغ انحساساث 

فً ْزا انًدال ٔرنك نخطٌٕش طائشاث يصغشة يسٍشة ػٍ  بانؼًمانذلٍمت , انًحشكاث انكٓشبائٍت ٔ انًخحكًاث , بذا انباحثٌٕ 

بؼذ ٔانخً حسخخذو فً انًدالاث انبحثٍت ٔانخداسٌت ٔانؼسكشٌت. ْزا انؼًم ٌمذو طشٌمت بُاء ًَٕرج سٌاضً يفصم ػٍ طبٍؼت 

لابؼاد ٔلاًٌكٍ ًْ سذاسً ا انشباػٍت . بانشغى يٍ اٌ َظاو انطائشاثأٌهش-نغٍش خطً ًْٔ طشٌمت  ٍَٕحٍانُطاو انًٍكاٍَكً ا

انسٍطشة انكهٍت ػهٍّ الا اٌ انُظاو انثإَي انذٔساًَ ًٌكٍ انسٍطشة ػهٍٓت بصٕسة كهٍت ٔنكٍ انُظاو انخطً لا ًٌكٍ انسٍطشة 

ًٌثم انطائشة انشباػٍت َبذا بخصًٍى انًخحكى انزي ٌسٍطش ػهى اسحفاع ٔ ٔضغ  انزيانكهٍت ػهٍّ. بؼذ الاشخماق انشٌاضً نهًُٕرج 

انخكايهً انخطً ,  –انخفاضهً  –طائشة  فً انفضاء . انطشٌمت انًسخخذيت فً انسٍطشة حؼخًذ ػهى انًخحكى انخُاسبً ٔاحداِ ان
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حكٌٕ  انًخحكًاث ٔبانخانً سُحخاج انى اٌ َمٕو بخؼذٌم ًَٕرج انطائشة انى انخطً اٌضاً . انمٍى انًسخحصهت نضبظ ْزا انُٕع يٍ

ػهى انمٍى الايثم ٔالافضم نهخحكى نغشض انحصٕل ػهى افضم اسخدابت . فً ْزا  لايثهٍت نهحصٕلأنخٕاسصيٍاث أبٕاسطت 

ٔاٌضا لًُا بخطٌٕشْا انى ضًٍ انخٕاسصيٍاث انخطٕسٌت  ًْٔ يٍ حُافس الايبشاطٕسٌاثبحذ لًُا بخطبٍك خٕاسصيٍت ان

بُسبت   ا ػهى َخائح افضمحصهُٔػُذ انًماسَت ( انًؼشفً فً حُافس الايبشاطٕسٌاث لخٕاصسيٍت انخبادخٕاسصيٍت افضم )

 انًماسَت بًٍُٓا. ذػُخٍٍ بخثبٍج يخغٍشاث انخٕاسصيٍ  (%23.91)ححسٍٍ 

, انشبٕحاث انطائشة, خٕاسصيٍت حُافس انخكايهً-انخفاضهً-انًخحكى انخُاسبًانطائشاث انشباػٍت,  :الكلوات الرئيطية

 .الايبشاطٕسٌاثخٕاصسيٍت انخبادل انًؼشفً فً حُافس , الايبشاطٕسٌاث

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The quadrotor unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) has been an increasingly popular research topic 

in recent years due to their low cost, maneuverability, and ability to perform a variety of tasks. 

They are equipped with four motors typically designed in an “X” configuration, every two pairs 

of opposite motors rotating clockwise and the other motor pair rotating counter-clockwise to 

balance the torque. Compared with the conventional rotor-type aircraft, it has no tail, quadrotors 

advantage compared with normal airplanes is that it has more compact structure and it can hover. 

The quadrotor does not have complex mechanical control system because it relies on fixed pitch 

rotors and uses the variation in motor speed for vehicle control. However, these advantages come 

with a disadvantage. Controlling a quadrotor is not easy because of the coupled dynamics 

between translational and rotational dynamics thus making it under-actuated system. Also, it 

uses more energy battery to keep its position in the air. In addition, the dynamics of the 

quadrotor are highly non-linear and several effects are encountered during its flights, thus 

making its control a good research field to explore. This opened the way to several control 

algorithms and different optimization technique for tuning that are proposed in the literature.  

Going through the literature, one can see that most of the papers use two approaches for 

modeling the mechanical model. They are Newton-Euler and Newton-Lagrange but the most 

used one and it’s most familiar and better is Newton-Euler which as in Benić, et al. 2016 and 

Bouabdallah, 2006. Also regarding the control of quadcopter, there is a good amount of 

research done both in linear and nonlinear methods, ElKholy, 2014. However, for practicality 

the linear controller especially PID perform better in practical implementation and that is the 

reason PID was used as the controller for the quadcopter   Bouabdallah, 2004 and Li, and Li, 

2011. Also, some researchers work on the stabilization of quadcopter that means inner loop, 

Salih, et al., 2010 and Magsino, et al., 2014. Other researchers include also the position control 

of quadcopter to cover all topics in quadcopter control Pipatpaibul, and Ouyang, 2011. Tuning 

the parameters of the PID controllers is very important to get the best performance of 

quadcopter. Thus in order to get the best (optimal) setting to achieve the objective, an 

optimization algorithm must be used. In this work the Imperialist Competitive Algorithm was 

applied which is the same as Atashpaz-Gargari, and Lucas, 2007, then it was improved to 

generate new algorithm called cultural exchange imperialist competitive Algorithm which 

achieved better results. As much of research done in this field there is still optimization 

algorithms, which is not tested in quadcopter control systems, imperialist competitive 

algorithms, is one of them. And also this work explores new optimization algorithm which 

performed better. Both algorithms were measured statically and it turns out that the new 

algorithm is performing better than the normal algorithm always in getting lower objective value. 

This paper discusses the formulation of mathematical model of quadcopter in section 2. After 

that, the control system of the quadcopter which is PID and how to apply it to stabilize the 
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quadcopter and control its position in section 3. Section 4 will be about the optimization 

techniques used tune the PID parameter Kp, Ki, and Kd and how to enhance the algorithm for 

tuning the parameters more effectively and better than the normal one. Section 5 will contain the 

simulation results and the conclusion is in section 6. 

2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

Designing a control system for physical systems is commonly started by building a mathematical 

model. The model is very important because it gives an explanation of how the system acts to the 

inputs given to it. In this research, the mathematical model equations of motion are derived using 

a full quadcopter with body axes as shown in Fig. 1.    

2.1 Quadcopter Fundamentals 

The quad-rotor is a helicopter equipped with four motors and propellers mounted on them. It is 

very well modeled with a cross (X) configuration style. Each opposite motors rotate in the same 

direction counter-clockwise and clockwise. This configuration of opposite pairs’ directions 

completely eliminates the need for a tail rotor, which is needed for stability in the conventional 

helicopter structure. Fig. 2 shows the model in a stable hover, where all the motors rotate at the 

same speed, thus generating equal lift from the four motors and all the tilt angles are zero 

Bouabdallah, 2006. Four basic movements govern the quadcopter orientation and displacement, 

which allow the quadcopter to reach a certain altitude and attitude: 

a)Throttle 

It is provided by concurrently increasing or decreasing all propeller speeds with the same amount 

and rate. This generates a cumulative vertical force from the four propellers, with respect to the 

body-fixed frame. As a result, the quadcopter is raised or lowered by a certain value. 

b)Roll 

It is provided by concurrently increasing or decreasing the left propellers speed and the opposite 

for the right propellers speed at the same rate. It generates a torque with respect to the x-axis 

which makes the quadcopter to tilt about the axis, thus creating a roll angle. The total vertical 

thrust is maintained as in hovering; thus this command leads only to a roll angular acceleration. 

c)Pitch 

The pitch and roll are very similar. It is provided by concurrently increasing or decreasing the 

speed of the rear propellers and the opposite for the speed of the front propellers at the same rate. 

This generates a torque with respect to the y-axis which makes the quad-rotor to tilt about the 

same axis, thereby creating a pitch. 

d)Yaw  

This command is provided by increasing (or decreasing) the opposite propellers’ speed and by 

decreasing (or increasing) that of the other two propellers. It leads to a torque with respect to the 

z-axis which makes the quadrotor turn clockwise or anti clockwise about the z-axis.  
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2.2 Quadcopter Dynamics 

There are two coordinate systems to be considered in quadcopter dynamics, shown in Fig.3: 

 The earth inertial frame (E-frame) 

 The body-fixed frame of the vehicle (B-frame) 

They are related through three successive rotations: 

 Roll: Rotation of φ around the x-axis Rx; 

 Pitch: Rotation of θ around the y-axis Ry; 

 Yaw: Rotation of ψ around the z-axis Rz. 

Switch between the coordinates system using rotation matrix R which is a combination of 

rotation about 3 axis rotations also Fig. 4 shows how the rotation is applied Pipatpaibul, 

Ouyang, 2011: 

             (
                                         
                                         
                     

)         (1) 

The developed model in this work assumes the following: 

 The structure is supposed rigid. 

 The structure is supposed symmetrical. 

 The center of gravity and the body fixed frame origin are assumed to coincide. 

 The propellers are supposed rigid. 

 Thrust and drag are proportional to the square of propeller’s speed. 

Using the Newton-Euler formalism to create a nonlinear dynamic model for the quadrotor, in this 

research, the Newton-Euler method is employed for both the main body and rotors. The general 

form of Newton-Euler equation is expressed as:   

[
      
  

] { ̇
 ̇
}  {

    
    

}  {
 
 
}               (2) 

Eq. (2) is a generic form of equations of motion. It can be applied to any position in the 

coordinate system. In this case, the main point is the center of mass of the quadcopter. Referring 

to the body frame (B) in Fig. 3, Eq.(2) cut-down to Pipatpaibul, Ouyang, 2011: 

[
      
  

] { ̇
 ̇
}  {

 
    

}  {
 
 
}               (3) 

Regarding the main body of the quadcopter and Eq. (3), the translational dynamics of the 

quadcopter in the body frame (B) is defined as Pipatpaibul, and Ouyang, 2011: 

 {
 ̈
 ̈
 ̈

}
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∑    
  

   

}      
  {

 
 
  
}              (4) 
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described in the earth frame (E) Fig. 3 through Eq. (4) as Pipatpaibul, and Ouyang, 2011: 
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From Eq. (3), the main body rotational dynamics can be described in the body frame (B) as 

Pipatpaibul, and Ouyang, 2011: 
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               (7) 

Where subscripts   and   refer to moments due to external forces, which ultimately caused by 

thrust and drag from rotors, and moments due to rotor gyro effect, respectively. 

 

2.3 Rotor dynamics 
The rotor dynamics can be described using Eq. (2) by considering a coordinate system of each 

rotor, which is the same plane as the body frame for X and Y axes while Z-axis coincides with 

the rotation of the rotor. Considering rotational dynamics of each rotor in the form of Newton-

Euler Pipatpaibul, and Ouyang, 2011: 
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for i= 1,2,3,4 and denotes     rotor. Since the rotors always rotate about their Z-axes at the rate of 

Ω with the moment of inertia about Z-axis of    and have very low masses,    and     can then 

be omitted and the dynamics of each rotor reduces to Pipatpaibul, and Ouyang, 2011: 

{
 
 
   ̇
}

 

 {
 ̇   
  ̇   
 

}

 

 {

  
  
  
}

   

             (10) 

Note that Eq. (10) is a function of rotor speed Ω. Since rotor 1 and 3 rotate in the opposite 

direction of rotor 2 and 4, one can define the total rotor speed as Pipatpaibul, and Ouyang, 

2011: 
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From Eq. (9) and (10), the total moment due to gyro effect from all rotors can be expressed as 

Pipatpaibul, and Ouyang, 2011 : 

{
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               (12) 

 
2.4 Equation of motion (EoM) 

Now that all necessary dynamics of the entire model has been established, one can write the 

complete equations of motion of the quadrotor. Combining Eq. (4), (6), (8), (10), (11) and (12) 

yields:  
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                  (13) 

2.5 Model Parameters 

The chosen parameters in this research for simulation was taken from the datasheet of real 

components that are used in building quadcopter shown in Table 1. 

3. PID CONTROL 

PID controllers have been used in a broad range of controller applications. It is for sure the most 

applied controller in the industry. The PID controller shown in Fig. 5, has the advantage that 

parameters (Kp, Ki, Kd) are easy to tune, which is simple to design and has good robustness. 

However, the quadcopter includes non-linearity in the mathematical model and may include 

some inaccurate modeling of some of the dynamics, which will cause bad performance of the 

control system, thus it is needed form the designer to be careful when neglecting some effects in 

the model or simplifying the model Kotarski, et al., 2016. 

Stabilization is very important for an under-actuated system like a quadrotor, as it is inherently 

unstable due to its six degrees of freedom and four actuators. A control system is modeled for the 

quadcopter using four PID controllers to control the Attitude (Roll, pitch, and yaw) and the 

Altitude (Z height) to introduce stability these four controllers form the inner loop of control for 

the quadcopter system. And then two more PID controllers are used to control the position of the 

quadcopter ( X and Y axes) and the output of these two controllers will be input to the roll and 

pitch controllers these two PID’s will form the outer control loop. 
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3.1 Inner Control Loop 

Inner control loop controls quadcopter altitude and attitude. Input variables for inner loop can be 

divided into two parts, desired and sensor signals. Desired signals are obtained from the control 

signals coming directly from the pilot or the autopilot program, these signals are the Height 

(altitude) and pointing (Yaw) of the quadcopter the other two signals desired roll and pitch 

comes for the output of the outer loop control since they are translated from the desired x and y 

position in the outer PID’s. Fig. 6 shows the complete control system for the quadcopter 

including the inner loop and the outer loop. 

Altitude control 

The equation for the thrust force control variable 𝑈1 is: 

𝑈           ∫       
 

  
               (14) 

where    ,     and     are three altitude PID controller parameters.    is the altitude error, 

where             .      : desired altitude and      : measured altitude. 

Roll control 

The equation for the roll moment control variable 𝑈2 is: 

𝑈           ∫       
 

  
               (15) 

where    ,     and     are three roll angle PID controller parameters.    is the roll angle error, 

where             .      : desired roll angle and      : measured roll angle. 

Pitch control 

The equation for the pitch moment control variable 𝑈3 is: 

𝑈           ∫       
 

  
                          (16) 

Similarly,    ,     and     are three pitch angle PID controller parameters.    is the pitch angle 

error, where             .      : desired pitch angle and      : measured pitch angle. 

Yaw control 

The equation for the yaw moment control variable 𝑈4 is: 

𝑈           ∫       
 

  
                         (17) 

where    ,     and     are three yaw angle PID controller parameters.    is the yaw angle 

error, where             .      is the desired yaw angle and      is the measured yaw 

angle. 

3.2 Outer Control Loop 

The outer control loop is applied since the quadcopter is under-actuated system and it is not 

applicable to control all of the quadcopter 6-DOF straightly. As mentioned earlier, the inner loop 

directly controls 4-DOF (three angles and altitude). To be able to control   and   position, outer 
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loop is implemented. The outer control loop outputs are desired roll and pitch angles which are 

the inputs to the inner loop for the desired   and   position.  

Eq. (18) and (19) are the equations for the quadcopter   and   linear accelerations ElKholy, 

2014: 

 ̈  (                        )
  

 
                       (18) 

 ̈  (                        )
  

 
            (19) 

Quadcopter dynamics of the   and   linear accelerations can be simplified since the quadcopter 

around hovering that means the values of roll and pitch are small thus it can be approximated to  

(                            ), ElKholy, 2014: 

 ̈  (             )
  

 
              (20) 

 ̈  (             )
  

 
                     (21) 

Now Eq. (20) and (21) are put in matrix notation: 

[ ̈
 ̈
]  

  

 
[
        
         

] [
  
  
]             (22) 

the desired pitch and roll: 

[
  
  
]  

 

  
[
          
         

]
  

                        (23) 

the complete control system with the dynamic system is applied in Matlab-Simulink can be 

shown in Fig. 7. 

4. OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM 

Optimization is the process of making something better. Optimization is a process of finding the 

best solution (setting) for a problem to achieve a certain goal (cost function) by trying variations 

on an initial solution and using the information gained to reach global optimum. 

4.1 Cost function 

Cost function or objective function formulation is very important in optimization since it is the 

main parameter to measure the performance of the optimization technique and decide whether 

the solution will suit the problem or not. In our work, the objective function was built to achieve 

two goals optimize the consumption of battery and speed up the response time. After researching 

about the battery consumption, it was found that reducing the oscillation and the overshoot of the 

response of the quadcopter as much possible will reduce unnecessary power consumption Oscar, 

2015. An error objective function was used to make sure that the response is fast to follow the 

control signal. Integral square error (ISE) was used in the objective function, the total objective 

function that was implemented in Matlab m-file in both ICA and CEICA programs is shown in 

Eq. (24): 
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        ∫ |  |
 
           ∫ |  |

            ∫ |  |
    

                                           ∫ |  |
                                                                                    (24)                                                                               

Where  
     

  
      ,     desired input ,     actual input. 

4.2 Imperialist Competitive Algorithm 

Esmaeil Atashpaz-Gargari and Caro Lucas invented the imperialist competitive algorithm. It is 

inspired by the competition of empires. It begins with an initial-population (countries in the 

world). A group of the fittest countries in the initial population is chosen to be the imperialists 

and the others, form the colonies of these imperialists. 

        ,                -              (25) 

All the colonies of initial-population are divided between the mentioned imperialists based on 

their power (fitness). the normalized cost of an imperialist: 

         *  +                            (26) 

The power of an empire is the inverse of the cost which means the imperialist competitive is a 

minimization technique.  

   |
  

∑   
    
   

|                (27) 

After dividing all colonies among imperialists, these colonies start moving toward their relevant 

imperialist country. The total power of an empire depends on both the power of the imperialist 

country and the power plus a percentage of mean power of its colonies:  

        (            )   *    (                   )+          (28) 

Then the imperialistic competition begins among all the empires. Any empire that is not able to 

succeed in this competition and can't increase its power (or at least prevent decreasing its power) 

will be eliminated from the competition. The imperialistic competition will gradually result in an 

increase in the power of powerful empires and a decrease in the power of weaker ones. The 

competition starts with finding the possession probability, the normalize total cost is: 

              *   +              (29) 

The possession probability of each empire 

    |
    

∑     
    

   

|               (30) 

Then do roulette wheel is carried out to assign the weakest colony of the weakest empire to 

another empire. Weak empires will lose their power and ultimately they will collapse. The 

movement of colonies toward their relevant imperialists along with competition among empires 

and also the collapse mechanism will hopefully cause all the countries to converge to a state in 

which there exists just one empire in the world and all the other countries are colonies of that 
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empire. In this ideal new world colonies, have the same position and power as the imperialist 

Atashpaz-Gargari, and Lucas, 2007. All the steps mentioned above are illustrated in flow chart 

Fig. 8. 

4.3 Cultural Exchange Imperialist Competitive Algorithm (CEICA)  

As mentioned earlier, the normal ICA tuning did not give the desired performance for 60 

iterations and 40 countries, which is long simulation time 1h 45min (it’s was found that 

increasing the iteration number more than 60 iterations will not generate a much better solution 

and if the iteration number less than 60 the solution will not be optimal always). During the work 

with ICA and PID’s, it was noticed that ICA is a very random process and it could be improved 

by adding an additional step to the algorithm. This step is called cultural exchange which is also 

obvious in the name of the new algorithm Cultural Exchange Imperialist Competitive Algorithm 

(CEICA) this modification is applicable to any application which has more than one parameter to 

form the objective function. The detailed concept behind this modification is that there is 12 

variable, which is the country size, but every 3 variables which are the Kp, Ki, Kd of a PID will 

result in a specific response. Let’s say the roll angle response is enhanced and the pitch angle 

response is getting worst by the same value, the total changed in objective function will not be 

noticed in ICA, so an indicator is used to show if the response of partitions (in this case 4 

partitions) is improved. A comparing process is carried out between the imperialist and the 

colonies on each partition if the partition of the colony is better than of the imperialist then a 

switch process is carried out. Every partition represents a cultural value which improves the 

community and results in empowering the empire if adopted. Reflecting the process of 

equations: 

        ,|        | |        |   |                     |-          (31) 

Now calculate the cultural values of each colony and the imperialist: 

∑    
        
     (|              )                        (32) 

After that, a comparison and switching process is carried between colonies and imperialist. 

Cultural exchange step will note be add in every iteration but it was found out that by trial and 

error that each 4 iterations will give the best results decreasing the number will not allow the 

colonies to explore the search space and increasing it will not speed the convergence of finding 

the optimal solution. 

5. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

5.1 Simulation Parameters 

The quadcopter parameters was calculated practically by taking the measurements from the DJI 

F-450 frame and then applying two tests on a2212 13t 1000kv(stator 22mm by 12mm, 13truns in 

each coil) brushless motor to calculated thrust factor and drag factor, also the total weight was 

calculated all the results can be seen in Table 1. Regarding the algorithm, all the setting found in 

Table 2. 
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5.2 Simulation Results 

The imperialist competitive algorithm was applied using m-file code to the simulation model in 

Simulink in order to tune the PID’s gains of the inner loop and then the outer loop. The inner 

loop which is 4 PID’s (12 parameter) then the algorithm is applied a second time to tune the 

outer control loop 2 PID (6 parameters). After the iteration of the simulation, the following 

results were achieved considering that a number of iteration is 60 and number of population is 

40, the step response for the Roll, pitch, and yaw which is essential to check for the stability of 

the quadcopter and the objective function. The step response is shown in Fig. 9. In addition, 

Table 3 is showing the values of PID parameters of the optimal solution after the iteration is 

finished and the corresponding overshoot and Integral square error ISE. 

The tracking of the desired trajectory in the space is shown in Fig. 10. It is noticed that the 

normal ICA optimization is not following the exact path of the trajectory and it is because that 

the algorithm is fully random and explore the search space blindly without clues. Fig. 11 shows 

the tracking in each single axes to check each axis independently. Testing the outer PID 

controller with step response it shows that it needs more iteration to get better results or improve 

the algorithm to achieve a better result for the same setting.  

The new Algorithm was tested also to tune the quadcopter control system. The Cultural 

Exchange Imperialist Competitive Algorithm was applied to the complete model in Simulink to 

tune the PID’s gains of the inner (loop 4 PID’s, 12parameters), then the algorithm was applied a 

second time to tune the outer control loop (2 PID’s, 6 parameters ). The following results were 

achieved considering that a number of iteration is 60 and number of population is 40, the step 

response for the Roll pitch and yaw which is essential to check for the stability of the quadcopter 

the step response is shown in Fig. 12 was better than the previous. The tracking of the desired 

trajectory in the space is shown Fig. 13 was very good the desired track and actual track was 

almost the same. It is because that the algorithm is has the indicators (check the cultural value) 

which enable the algorithm to converge fast to the optimum solution, Fig. 14 shows the tracking 

in each single axes. 

Ten experiment was carried out for the previous algorithm and the enhanced new algorithm 

because judgment cannot be based on one test since the algorithms are random procedures so it 

must be verified statistically and prove by statistics that the enhancement is better than the 

standard algorithm. As shown in Table 5, the normal algorithm (ICA) obtain (129.1791) as an 

average of 10 samples for the objective function where the improved algorithm (CEICA) has 

achieved (98.29343) as an average of 10 samples for the objective function. That means 

(23.91%) improvement in CEICA algorithm against the ordinary algorithm ICA. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

Form the work done on the quadcopter system the PID controller is a suitable controller because 

it is simple and at the same time it can control the quadcopter and produce fast control signals 

fast to follow the sampling speed of the sensors and refresh rate of ESC. Optimization algorithms 

are essential for tuning the PID’s, ICA algorithm in the literature was not used to tune multiple 

PID’s simultaneously but in this work, it was tested and then improved to generate enhanced 

algorithm which handles multi PID tuning in a very efficient way. Cultural exchange Imperialist 
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competitive algorithm (CEICA) was inspired from the fusion of cultural values exchanged 

between the colonies and imperialist in order to make the solution converge directly to the 

optimal point. The CEICA average objective function was (98.29343) and compared to ICA 

(129.1791) thus achieved enhancement by (23.91%). 
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Figure 1.  General Configuration for a quadcopter. 

 

Figure 2. Quadcopter at hovering state with the main acting forces and torques. 

 

Figure 3. Inertial frame and body frame of the quadcopter. 

 
Figure 4. Rotations about X, Y, and Z axes. 
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Figure 5. The general structure of PID controller. 

 
Figure 6. Block diagram of the complete quadcopter control system. 

 Figure 7. Complete Simulink model and control system for quadcopter (Noting that the rounded 

squares are the outputs to the M-file in Mat-lab). 
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Figure 8. Flowchart of the imperialist competitive algorithm. 
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Figure 9. Step response of roll pitch and yaw angles in degrees after tuning the PID’s with ICA 

(1: refers to a desired signal, 2: refers to actual signal). 

 
Figure 10. Trajectory tracking of quadcopter in 3D space after tuning the PID’s with ICA. 
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Figure 11. Position response X, Y and Z axis in meters response on single axes after tuning the 

PID’s with ICA (1: refers to a desired signal, 2: refers to actual signal). 

Figure 12. Step response of roll pitch and yaw angles in degrees after tuning the PID’s with 

CEICA (1: refers to a desired signal, 2: refers to actual signal). 
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Figure 13. Trajectory tracking of quadcopter in 3D space after tuning the PID’s with CEICA. 

 

Figure 14. Position response X,Y, and Z in meters for step input signal after tuning the PID’s 

with CEICA (1: refers to desired signal, 2: refers to actual signal). 
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Table 1. Model parameters, taken from real quadcopter system datasheets and experiment (DJI 

F-450 frame and Brushless motors a2212 13t 1000Kv). 

Symbol Value Description 

m 0.964 Kg Total mass of quadcopter 

l 0.22 m Distance from center of quadcopter to the motor 

Ixx 8.5532×10
-3

 Quadcopter moment of inertia around X axes 

Iyy 8.5532×10
-3

 Quadcopter moment of inertia around Y axes 

Izz 1.476×10
-2

 Quadcopter moment of inertia around Z axes 

Jr 5.225×10
-5

 Rotational moment of inertia around the propeller axis 

b 7.66×10
-5

 Thrust coefficient 

d 5.63×10
-6

 Drag coefficient 

 

Table 2. Imperialist competitive setting. 

Symbol Value Description 

α 1 Selection Pressure 

β 1.5 Assimilation Coefficient 

Max_it 60 Maximum Number of Iterations 

nPop 40 Population Size 

nEmp 15 Number of Empires/Imperialists 

pRevolution 0.05 Revolution Probability 

mu 0.1 Revolution Rate 

  0.2 Colonies Mean Cost Coefficient 

 

Table 3. PID values for roll, pitch, yaw and attitude and their corresponding overshot and ISE 

tuned by ICA. 

Roll 

Kp Ki Kd Overshoot % ISE 

8.514 46.06625 2.3264 7.5922 0.006646 

Pitch 

Kp Ki Kd Overshoot % ISE 

36.9288 28.0083 4.603 57.3633 0.006956 

Yaw 

Kp Ki Kd Overshoot % ISE 

-8.4373 31.4505 20.8355 66.9892 0.010992 

Z-Altitude 

Kp Ki Kd Overshoot % ISE 

81.0536 60 48.7586 12.8603 0.037952 

X-position 

Kp Ki Kd Overshoot % ISE 

4.0701 0.231 10.753 29.74198 0.3647 

Y-position 

Kp Ki Kd Overshoot % ISE 

5.5898 0.327 7.5787 15.4514 0.12848 
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Table 4. PID values for roll, pitch, yaw and attitude and their corresponding overshot and ISE 

tuned by CEICA. 

Roll 

Kp Ki Kd Overshoot % ISE 

0.29177 1.061 0.72886 7.1135 0.015718 

Pitch 

Kp Ki Kd Overshoot % ISE 

1.7825 26.0016 0.50338 18.3795 0.031516 

Yaw 

Kp Ki Kd Overshoot % ISE 

-0.00546 0.66847 0.73394 4.305 0.017597 

Z-Altitude 

Kp Ki Kd Overshoot % ISE 

44.4423 59.3334 59.9424 25.826 0.14864 

X-position 

Kp Ki Kd Overshoot % ISE 

8.0701 0.1 6.753 0.74198 0.2697 

Y-position 

Kp Ki Kd Overshoot % ISE 

6.5898 0.12859 9.5847 1.4514 0.30238 

 

Table 5. Comparison between ICA and CEICA with 10 sample to prove the enactment 

statistically. 

 ICA CEICA 

129.4325 103.4353 

142.9757 95.841 

97.897 97.7699 

127.8194 136.046 

128.4142 77.5138 

152.5955 107.2114 

136.6101 76.4164 

123.8592 103.6134 

104.8666 89.2461 

147.3208 95.841 

 

Statistical average  129.1791 98.29343 

 

 


